
 
AKC OBEDIENCE REGULATIONS - NOVICE 
 
Section 7. Stand for Examination. 
The principal feature of this exercise is that the dog stand in position before and during the 
examination without displaying resentment.  
 
On the judge’s order, the handler will remove the leash and give it to a steward, who will place 
it on the judge’s table or other designated place. The handler will take their dog to the place 
indicated by the judge and, on the judge’s order, will stand/pose the dog by the method of the 
handler’s choice, taking any reasonable time if they choose to pose the dog as in the show 
ring.  
 
Orders are:  

1. Stand your dog and leave when ready 
2. Back to your dog 
3. Exercise finished 

 
The handler will then stand with the dog in the heel position, give the command and/or signal 
to stay, walk straight forward about 6 feet, and then turn and face the dog. 
 
The judge will approach the dog from the front. Using the fingers and palm of one hand, the 
judge will touch the dog’s head, body and hindquarters. On the order “Back to your dog,” the 
handler will walk around behind the dog and return to the heel position. The dog must remain 
standing until the judge has said “Exercise finished.” 
 
Section 8. Stand for Examination, Scoring. The scoring of this exercise will not start until the 
handler has given the command and/or signal to stay, except for such things as rough 
treatment by the handler or active resistance by the dog to its handler’s attempts to have it 
stand. Either of these will be penalized substantially. 
 
A dog must receive a non-qualifying (NQ) score if it sits or lies down, moves away from the 
place where it was left either before or during the examination, or growls, snaps or displays 
resentment. 
 
Minor or substantial deductions, even to the point of a non-qualifying (NQ) score, will be made 
for shyness. Minor or substantial deductions will be made for a dog that moves its feet at any 
time or sits or moves away after the examination has been completed. 


